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Let {&r} be a @-irreducible Markov chain on an arbitrary space. Sufficient conditions 
are given under which the chain is ergodic or recurrent. These extend known results for 
chains on a countable state space. In particular, it is shown that if the space is a normed 
topological space, then under some continuity conditions on the transition probabilities 
of {Xn} the conditions for ergodicity will be met if there is a compact set K and an E > 0 
such that E {IIX~+~ II- llXnli 1 Xn = x} < -e whenever x lies outside K and E {IIX~,~ II 1 Xpx) 
is bounded, x E K; whilst the conditions for recurrence will be met if there exists a corn- 
pact K with E (IIXn.+l II - llXnll 1 X, = x} Q 0 for all x outside K. An application to queue- 
ing theory is given. 
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I. Introduction 
Suppose {X, } is a Markov chain taking values in-some arbitrary space 
(X, 9), with temporally homogeneous transition probabilities 
where for fixed A E FT, P”(. , A) k a nxasumble function on X, and for 
fixed x E %, P”(x, 0) is a probability measure on the o-field 9. We will 
assume throughout that {X,} is cP_irreducibEe for some non-trivial o-finite 
measure @ on F; that is, whenever #(A) > 0, 
Z 2+P’(>u:,A)> 0 for every;tc E fx’. 
n 
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Under the assumption of @-irreducibility, it can be shown that, analo- 
gously with the familiar countable state space case, the following dicho- 
tomy holds: either 
. (i) for every x E % and every A E Y wicks (p(A) > 0, 
5 P(x,,A) =- ; (1.1) 
Olr 
n=l 
(ii) it is possible to find a countable collection of %ets A(j) with 
A(j)n A(k)=@,, j# k, 
UA(j) = !X 
9 
I 
(that is, a partition of %) such that, for every x and every A E 5r with 
A C, A(j) for some j, 
2 P(x,A)<-, 
n=l 
(For a proof of this, see either [23, Theorem 11, or, under a slightly 
stronger i reducibility condition, [221.) We shall call any chain satisfy 
ing ( 1.1) recurre!N; if {X, ) is non-recurrent we call {.& } t~~~si6~2t. 
We shall call a o-finite non-trivial measure p on 9 subinva&z~~b for 
{Xn ) if it SdSG% the subinvariant equations 
For @-irreducible c:hains, ome subinvariant measure always exists (cf. 
[9, Section 21 or 123, Section 31 j; if {X,> is recurrent, his solution is 
unique (up to constant multiples), and satisfies (1.2) with equality for 
all k E 9 (cf. [23, Section 31). If this unique solution is a finite measure, 
we shall call {Xn) ergodic (such an {X,} is often called positive recur- 
sent [ 23]), and denote the unique subinvariant probability measure by VL 
When using a @-irreducible Markov chain as a model, it is often of great 
importance to know whether the model is ergodic. A necessary and suf- 
ficient condition for ergodicity is the existence of a probability measure 
R satisfying (1.2), but this is often a difficult criterion to verify. In the 
general state space context, a sufficient condition for ergodicity that has 
been used is the Doeblin condition, a form of which (given by Doob [ 31) 
states that {X,} is ergodic if there exists a probability measure 8 on Y, 
a fixed integer K > 0, and a 6 > 0, such that, whe ever 8(A) < 6, 
- 6 for all x f 
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This condition is, however, rather strong. When % is countable, it is 
closely related to thfe condition that the transition matrix is what is called 
in [7] a JL; kov matrix; that is, a matrix with the elements of one column 
bounded from zero. As noted by Miller [ 151 this sufiices not merely for 
ergodicity, but also for geometric ergodicity in the aperiodic ase; that is, 
P”(i, j) + IS(~) geometrically fast as yt + =. The Doeblin condition implies 
ergodicity basically because it insists that from anywhere in the state 
space the- chain moves, with high probability, in a fixed finite number of 
steps to a region near the ‘centre’ of the state space. It is unsatisfactory 
because it does not cover chains which, rather than mimicking this ‘renewal’ 
type behaviour, are closer to the random walk type, ZG;,? are ergodic be- 
cause they ‘drift’ consistently back to the ‘centre’ of the state space, even 
though the number of steps they take to reach the ‘centre’ depends essen- 
tially on how far from the ‘centre’ the starting point of the chain is. 
In this paper we find sufficient conditions on general state space chains 
which ensure rgodicity, and which cover chains of random walk type. 
These extend known results in the countable state space case, due origi- 
nally to Foster [ 51 and extended somewhat by Mauldon [ 141. We also 
show how the results pecialize when % is a topological space and the 
transition law of IX,> satisfies cert%n continuity conditions; this makes 
more explicit the notion of the ‘centre’ of the space me tioned above. 
Specializing further, we show that if % is a normed space, simple condi- 
tions couched in terms of the norm are sufficient for the conditions of 
the previous ections to hold, and hence give readily verifiable criteria 
for ergodicity. In the special case of finite-dimensional Banach spaces, 
these reduce to the condition that, under some continuity conditions, 
{X,} is ergodic if there exists e > 0, M > 0 such that, for all x with 
llxlf > M, 
and that E(LX.n+l 11 X,, = xl < 00 for all x E %. This condition corre- 
sponds closely to that known for random walk. 
The condition of recurrence, whilst not perhaps of such importance 
as ergodicity in modellisg, is nonetheless of great importance in the 
theory of Markov chains, In conjunction with the results on ergodicity 
mentioned above, we give sufficient conditions for recurrence in the 
general, topological and Banach space contexts. These again are analogous 
to those known in the case of countable Sy,, first given by Foster [S] and 
in an extended form by Pakes [ 1 
T er is conclude by an application of the results to a queueing 
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theory problem, and by a brief note on conditions for crgodicity and 
recurrence previously known in the cast of countable 5Y. 
2. Notation and pr&minaries 
Whether Cx,} is transi.ent o’r recurrent, there is at least one solution 
to the subinvariant equations (I .2). For the remainder of this paper, we 
Zet (1 denote a fixed subinvariant measure for {X,} (with the understand- 
ing that if {X,) is ergodic, p *is taken to be n); and we let 
S=(AU:Q< 
The set Fp is useful in that it allows us to discriminate between recur- 
rent and transient chains; from [ 24, Proposition 10.31, we have: 
Lemma 2.1. Either {X, } is recurrent, or C Pn (x, A) < 00 for every x e SII 
and every A E Z$ Cl 
We write, for A,B E 9, 
APC(~,B)=PIXn~B,XS$A,s=l,...,n-l ]XO=x] (2-l) 
for the n-step transition probabilities of the chain {X,,}, and put 
F(x,A) = 5 .p(x,A) (2.2) 
n=l 
for the probability that {X,} ever reaches A from x. A recurrence con- 
dition stronger than ( 1.1) is 
F(x,A)=l, XE%, AET, #(A)>O; (2.3 
if {Xn} satisfies (2.3) we call {X,> qk-relcurrent (cf. [ 17, p.41). 
We need the following connections between the two definitions of 
recurrence: 
a 2.2. (i) if {X,) satisfies F(x, A) := I for some A SE Pr and all 
then {X,; ) is recurrent; in particular, therefore, @recurrence 
implies recurrence. 
(ii) If {X,] is recurrent, the47 folr any .4 E T with #(A) > 0 there is 
a #null set N(A) such that F(x, A ) = 1’ filr atl x $ N(A); if 9 is countabll 
generated, thei*e is a @-nu11 set N such that N(A) E N for all 
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Proof. (3) Since, for x E A, 
the condition that F(x,A) = 1, x E AC, implies F&/l) = 1, x E %. A last 
exit decomposition then gives, for all x, 




= 1 + 2 P”(x,A) 7 
n=l 
(24 
and so Z:zr Pn (x, A) =-. IfA E FTp, Lemma 2.1 shows that {X,} is 
recurrent. If {Xn} is @recurrent for some @, o-finiteness and non-triviality 
of p and 9, together with the fact that p % $ from subinvariance of p:, 
imply that F(x, A) = 1 for some A E Tp, and so {X, } is recurrent. 
(ii) If {X,> is recurrent, and 9 is countably generated, then from [9, 
Theorem 21 there is a @null set N such that F(x, A) = 1 for x $C N and 
all A E 9 with #(A) > 0. If 5F is not countably generated, and A E ET, 
$(A) > 0, then there exists a countably generated FFO C_ F with A E 7,) 
and {X,> can be taken as a chain on (%, 7,) (cf. [ 17, p. 71); applying 
the previous result to the chain on this admissible o-field shows that a 
#-null set N(A) exists such that F(x, A) = 1, x 4 N(A). Ll 
If (X } is ergodic then the invariant measure n satisfies similar limit 
properG& to those familiar in the countable state space case; in particu- 
lar, for every A, if N(A) is the null set of Lemma 2.2(i.i), then (see [23, 
Theorem 61) 
&$,A)+ n(A) asn+= forallyeN(A1). ‘= 
(2.5) 
[If {X,> is actually @recurrent and ergodic, then (see [ 19, Theorem 7.13) 
(2.5) can be replaced by the stronger statement hat for any initial dis- 
tribution v on 9, 
where 110 11 denotes total variation. ] 
n the other hand, if {Xn} is recurrent but not ergodic, then (see 
[23, Theorem 61) there is a partition $1 of % such that for every 
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lim ‘CP(x,A)=O forallxE%. (2.7) 
n3= n i=l 
The set 9” is again useful for distinguishing between ergodic and non- 
ergodie recurrent chains; from the proof of [;33, Theorem 61, using the 
faict hat p is the unique invariant measure for recurrent chains, we have: 
Lemma 2.3. If {X,} is recurrent, then either {X,,} is ergodic, or (2.7) 
holds for every A C: 5Fp, 0 
3. The conditions for a general state space 
Theorem 3.1. A sufficient condition for {Xn} to be ergo&c is the exis- 
tence of a K E Fp an,9 a non-negative measurable function g on X such 
that 
s P(x, ds’)g(y)< g(x) - 1, x $ K, (3.1) 
and, for some Jixed B > 0, 
s P(x,dy)g(y)=X(x)<B<m, XEK. x (3.2) 
Theorem 3.2. A sufficient condition for {X,> tc be murrent is the 
extitence of a K E 9, and a non-negative measurable function g on% 
such that 
(9 S&x, dy) gW G g(x), x @ K; 
(ii) g is strictly unbounded, in the sense that there exikts, for every 
sufficiently large M, a set KM~ 9, with 
g(x)>M, XE K&. . (3.3) 
osf of Theorem 3.1. Ifg is as in the theorem, write, for each n > 1, 
g@+‘)(x) =JPn(x, dy) g(y) . 
x 
If K satisfies (3.1) and (,3.2), then 
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\< jP”(x, dw) h(w) + J’(x, dw) [g(w) -- 1 ] 
K KC 
6 jp”Cx, dw) [X(w)+11 + j P”(x, dw)g(w) -P(x, sly) 
K KC 
< (B+ I)P”(x,K) +g@+l)(x) - 1. (3.4) 
Iterating (3.4) and dividing by n gives 
[ 
n 
lrigin+*)(x) G (B+ 1) II -l c P(x,K) + K1gt2)(X) - 1 .m=l 1 (3.5) 
Now Lemma 2.1, Lemma 2.3 and (2.5) guarantee that, regardless oi” 
the recurrence or transience of {X, } , for almost all x, 
n 
l.im n-l E P”(x, K) = n(x, K) 
n+- m=l 
(3.6) 
exists and is finite when K E 9,. Moreover, n(x, K) = 0 unless {X,) is 
ergodic, when T(X, K) = n(K) for almost all x. 
Let r(r + = in (3.5); we get, by the non-negativity of g@) and the 
finiteness of g(*)(x) (guaranteed by (3.1) and (3.2)) that 
R(x,K)>[B+~]-l> 0, 
and, from the above remarks, {XJ is ergodic. 0 
Proof of Theorem 3.2. Let g, K and KM be as in the theorem for all 
sufficiently large A!, and put, for A E 9, 
&x, A) = P(x,A), x @ K, 
8(x,A), x E K. 
From (i) , p satisfies 
1 &x, du) g(y) G g(x) for all x E %. (3.7) ‘x 
rite p(x, A) for the n-ste transition 
with transition law P(m ,0). 
probabilities of a ichain 
inceeach point in is absorbing fo 
and since 13n(,, K) = Zr,l KPi(x, K), x $ K, we have 
(3.8) 
Assume that {Xn } is transient. Since 
iin (x, KM \ K) < Pn (x, KM) 
and KM E T,‘, , Lemma 2.1 nmplies that letting y2 + 90 in (3.9) gives, for 
XE KC, 
g(x) 2 M[ 1 - lim F”(x, K)] 
n+* 
=M[l -F(x,K)] . (3.10) 
But g(x) is finite Y’S* each x, and M can be chosen arbitrarily large, from 
(3.3); and so (3.1 !?j implies that F(x, K) = 1 for all x E KC. So, from 
Lemma 2.2, {X,S t:~ recurrent. This contradicts our assumption that 
clu, ) is transient (assumed in order to most easily eliminate the last 
term of (3.9) as n + w), and so the theorem is proved. c] 
4. The conditions for a topological space 
In most applications of Markov chains, the state space will not be 
completely general, but will be equipped with a topology 9. In order 
for the topology to be associated with the Markov chain in a reasonable 
one must impose some Sconti uity condition on the transition 
abilities of the chain. 
In the countable state space case, Theorems 3.1 and 3.2 hold when . 
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K = (0, 1, l ... N) fon any fixed N, because finite sets are in 9, in this 
case. The natural analogue of finiteness is, under most conditions, com- 
pactnesc;; c ne thus wants a continuity condition on the transition func- 
tion which ensures that compact sets are of finite p-measure. Such con- 
ditions have been studied in [ 191. We say that the transition law {P(x,+) 
is strongly continuous if, for every A E 9, P(x, l ) is a continuous func- 
tion in X. (This form of continuity is sometimes expressed by i:alling 
{Xn} strongly Feller.) It is well known that {P(x, 0)) is strongly confin- 
uous if and only if [j’P(x, dy) g(y)] is a continuous bounded function 
of x whenever g is a bounded measurable function on X In [ 191 the 
following result is proved: 
Lemma 4.1. If {P(x,*)} is strongly continuous, and p is subinvariant for 
(Xn)p then every compact set has finite p-measure. 0 
We lwrite 3c for the set of Compact sets of positive @-measure, where 
{X;,> is #-irreducible. Note that, by iterating (1.2), p(K) is thus positive 
for K E 3c since p is subinvariant; thus Lemma 4.1 says that 3c C_ FP. 
Applying this to the results of the previous section yields immediately: 
Theorem 4.2. Let {X,> be a @irreducible Markov chain on a topological 
space (Lx, 9). If (P(x, l )} is strongly continuous, a sufficient condition 
for Cx,, to be ergodic is the existence lof a K E 3c and a non-negative 
measurable function g on 511 such that 
(8 &P(x, dy) gW G g(x) - 1 9 x $ K; 
(ii) J% P(x, dy) g(y) = h(x) < B < ~,XE K, forsomefixed B>O. 0 
Theorem 4.3. Under the same strong continuity condition as in Theorem 
4.1, a sufficient condition for recurrence of IX,) is the existence of 
K E 3c and a non-negative measurable function g satisfying 
(9 &P(x, dy) g(y) G g(x), x $ K; 
(ii) for every sufficiently large M, there is a set KM E % such that 
g(x)>Mon K,&. 0 
Instead of strong continuity of {P(x, 0))) one might require we& 
continuity, defined by requiring that [JP(x, dy) g(y)] be a continuous 
bounded function of x whenever g is a continuous bounded function. 
Example 2 in [ 193 shows that weak continuity is not enough to ensure 
that the conditions of Theorems 4.2 and 4.3 suffice for either ergodicity 
or recurrence. Nowever, reasonable additional conditions suffice for the 
theorems tohold under weak continuity of (IQ, * 1) ; for example, &~s 
shown in [ 19, Theorem ‘21, if there xistis a pair of sets A 1; !i A2 ) 
, with 0 < p(A 00~ and 8 conitinuous function g
siupport cant s contained inAZ ) then the 
ld with weak continuity. (See note added 
cunditiions on a norm 
now thott the sp uipped with a norm, which we 
ylle[i,that V’isthe Benerated bythe norm, and that 
rel o-field on (X, eh a rrpaee one has a much better 
of what ‘drift back to the centre’ of the sptlce may mean, and one 
can often check that the particular function g(x) = 11~11 (or g(x) = Ilxll/c 
slant e) satisfies the conditions of the theorems inthe 
In terms of 7% ) we find: 
Theorem 5.L lf E&c,+) ts strongly mntlnuous, then a suffMent condb 
tion for ergodkity is that there exists a compact set K in 9 with @(K) 13 0 
and a constant c > Q such that 
% -c, foralix$ K; 
;, - 
and, for mme I3 ? 0, 
for all x E K. (5 93) 
roof. Since we can write (5.1) as 
7x =JJQ, dv) IIYII - llxll, 
(5.2) shows !:hat g(x) = Ilxll/c satisfies Theorem 4.2(i); whilst (5.3, to- 
ether with the obselvation that g is ec‘)ntinuous, and hence bounded, on 
compact K, shows that g satisfies Thetsrem 4,2(ii). 0 
can identify the 
If (P(x, 0)) is Won ly a3ntinuous and !X is e;l finite-di 
space, then a stifflet t cond2tlon fbr erg~dicity Is, &e 
terree ~fcx~tant~ OL, c such that for all x with llxll > a,, 
and for all x with llxll a,, vx is bounded abs,ve, 
Proof, This utilises the facts that {x: 11x1 
finite-dimensional, and thslt for some QI’ 
the sequence of sets A,, = {x: llxll 
Similar ideas prove: 
Corollary 5.4, If SX Is al80 jWtedilmsnie~ona1, a sufficient condilkw far 
recurrence ia the existence of a > 0 such that yx O&or all x with 
llJ4l ) a* 
6* Necessary conditions fos e 
In this section we presex.t a converse to Theorem 3.1, and then show 
by an example the rather slnrprising result hat it is not possible in general 
to weaken the boundedness in (3.2) to finiteness and still retain ergodicity. 
Suppose that {X,} is recurrent, and define 
R(x,A) = 5 n,Pn(x,A) , xCX, AE 9, 
n=l 
where ,P”(x, A) is defined by (12.1); from [23, Theorem 71, if {X,) is 
ergodic arpd w is the invaria:lt probability measure for {XJ, then R(x, A) 
will be finite for n-almost allI1 x E A. 
heorem 6.1. If {lu, } is er$odic and some set K E gfl exists such that 
(x, K) is bounded for all A! E K, :hen there is a non-negative solution to 
s P(x, dy) g@) 6’ g(x) - 1 for r-almost all x E (6.1) fx 
1 P(x,dy)g(y)=X(x)GB<- foralExEK. ‘(6.2) 
3c 
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Proof. From the detfinition, we have formally that, for all x5 
R(x, K) = P(x, K) + ii yt s P(x, dy) KPn- 1 (y, K) 
n=2 Kc 
Now ergodicity implies recurrence, which implies P’(y, K) = 1 for at least 
a-almost all y E % (since {Xn ) is r-irreducible), from Lemma 22(ii); 
since, from the stationarity equations, n(A) = 0 implies n{x: P(x, A) > 0) = 0, 
we have therefore from (6.3) that, for n-almost all x, 
R(x,K)= 1 + JP(x,dy)R(y,K). (6.4) 
KC 
Further, iterating (6.4) gives, for n-almost all x and any yt > 1, 
Rk K) 2 &!‘%, dy) R(y, K) ; 
KC 
(6.9 
since, by a:ssumption, R(x, K) is bounded for x E K, (6.5) ensures that 
R(y, K) is at least finite for n-almost all y. Now set gb*) = RCy, K) for 
y E KC with R(y, K) < 00, and g(y) = 0 elsewhere. It then follows from 
(6.4) that (6.1) and also, because we have assumed R(x, K) bounded on 
K, (6.2) hold for thisg. 0 
This theorem shows that, under fairly general conditions, (3.1) and 
(3.2) are in fact equivalent to ergodicity. The existence of the solution 
g(x) = R(x, K) for countable chains is noted by Foster [ 51; this solution 
also shows that the type of solution to (3.1) and (3.2) considered in 
Theorem 5.1 (that is, a strictly unbounded solution) may not always 
exist if the chain under consideration is actually of a renewal type, and 
so it may be profitable in such cases to try and construct bounded solu- 
tions to (3.1) and (3.2). This situation contrasts with that of Theorem 3.2. 
We now construct an example of a chain {Xn} satisfying 
J P(x,dy)g(y)<g(x)-1, XE KC, (6.6) x 
s P(x, dy) g(x) = X(x) < =, x E K 3 (6.7) z 
but for which A(x) is not bounded on K; and which is recurrent, but not 
e basis for this construction is e abservation that if K is a 
tt R(x, K) < 00 for all x not in and such that 
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for ail x E AK, then as in the proof of Theorem 6.1, provided F’(y, K) = 1 
for )p E KC, the function g(x) defined as g(x) = 0 on K and g(x) = R(x, K) 
on KC will satisfy (6.6) and (6.7). If, on the other hand, there is a set 
A E 9, (where p is now the unique invariant measure, since {Xn) is 
recurrent because of the assumption that F’(y, K) = 1, from Lemma 2.2(i)) 
such that R(x, A) = 00 for every x E A, it follows from [23, Theorem 75 
that {Xn) is not ergodic. 
Our example is a renewal-type chain on [0, =), and has the transition 
function given by the following conditions (where IAl denotes Lebesgue 
measure): 
(a) for x >, 4 9 
P(x,A)=lAI, A c [x--2,%-11; 
(b) for x E [3,4], 
P(x,A)=(x-3)1/l], A c_ [x-2,x-l], 
P(x, (0)) = (4 a-x); 
(c) forxE [1,3], 
P(x,(O})=2x-1, 
P(x,A)=(2-2x)IAI, A r[(2-2X)-*,(2-2X)-*+l]; 
P(x,A)=2xIAl, A E/1,2], 
P(x,A)=(l-2x) IAl, A c, [O, 11. 
It is easily verified that: 
{P(x, v )) is strongly continuous, so that [ 0, 1 ] E 9,, ; 
{X,,) is @irreducible with #(A) = IAl + 6(0, A); 
F(x, [O,l]) E 1 for x $ [O,l], so that {X,} is recurrent; 
R(x,[O,I])~xforx~[O,l],and(l-x)-1-1< 
(2-2x)-r +2 forxE that (6.6) an 
but (0) E 9, and ==, so that 
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7. An applicxdion to queueing theory 
The known results on a countable state space, which our results extend, 
have been used frequently to prove the ergodicity of various Markov 
chains occurring in queueing theory (for recent examples see [ 1,2, S] )* 
In [2], Callahan denotes by Wn the waiting time of the nth customer in 
a queue where the service time depends on the waiting time, and, assum- 
ing that both the (conditional) service times and the i,nterarrival times 
have discrete non-negative distributions (so that the sequence {Wn } is a 
Markov chain on a countable space), uses the results of i 181 to show that 
{ Wn) is ergodic under mild conditions. As Callahan remarks, the restric- 
tion to-discrete service time and interarrival time distributions (necessi- 
tated by the desire to have { Wn) a chain on the integers) is a serious one. 
He conjectures that his theorem holds in general, and we now show that 
under some continuity conditions this is true, using the conditions of 
Section 5. 
Let T be a non-negative random variable with finite mean, and let S(w), 
for each w a 0, be a class of non-negative random variables. Assume that 
the interarrival times of customers in a single server queue are indepen- 
dently and identically distributed as T, and that the service time of an 
arriving customer is S(w), conditional on the customer’s waiting time 
being w. Let W,, denote the waiting time of the #” arriving customer, so 
that ‘Wn is given recursively by 
w, = max(O, W,_, + S(Wn_I) -T). (7.1) 
From (Xl), { W,> is a markov chain on [0, =). We assume that the dis- 
tributions of S(X) and T have densities with respect to Lebesgue measure 
I, given respectively by sX (0) and t(a), and that these are such that ( W,} 
is l4rreducible. A sufficient condition for this, paralleling that used by 
Callahan, is that the density (sX * (-t)) of S(X) - T be positive for all y in a 
region (-6,6,) containing the origin, where 6 is fixed and independent 
ofx. 
heorem 7.1. Sufficient conditions for the ergodicity of the 
(WJ are that 
(ii\ the densities sY(y) of the service times are, for each fixed y, contin- 
UOUS jfunctions ofx; 3 
(ii) there ex&ts arz N > 0 such that 
{S(w)} G (1”) -e. w>N. (7.3) 
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Proof. The first condition ensures that the transition law {P(x, 0)) of 
{W,} is strongly continuous. This can be seen by using (7.1) to get (when 
WA) 
P(x,A) = pP[s(w) E i4 - X+YI tO) dy 
0 
00 
= W s,(u) du Kv) dv 3 1 (7.4) 0 A-x+y 
and noting that, if X, + x, the continuity of sX(u) together with the 
continuity of the integral operator gives 
s s, (u) du 9 
A-+-y A-X-J! 
and that the limit can be taken inside the integral in (7.4) by dominated 
convergence. A similar result holds when A = (0). That (7.2) and (7.3) 
imply that both 
E{W,-W,_, IW,_.-x)Gi, x-<.N, i 
and 
E{W,- W,_, I W,_, =x) < -e, x> N 
(and hence ergodicity by Theorem 5.1) folIows as in Callaha.n’s proof 
PI* CJ 
,C~rollary 7.2. If {W,) satisfies the continuity condition (i) of Theorem 
‘7.1 and also 
(i)’ the mean service time p(x) = E(S(x)} is continuous in x, and 
finite for all x, 
then a sufficient condition 
lim sarp E{S(x)} 
x-• 00 
fiw qpdkity is that 
(7.5) 
Prfoof. The inequality (7.5) implies that for some N > 0 there exists 
e >b 0 such that (7’) - cz for all x > N. The continuity of 
P(X), and its finiteness, then imply that J&X) is bounded on the (com- 
pact) set [0, IV], and the conditions of the theorem hold. c;1 
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8. Historical note on ergodicity and recurrence conditions 
In the special case of a countable state space, the results of Sections 
3-5 have been known in one form or another for some years. However, 
a certain amount of confusion has on occasion been caused by the simi- 
larity of these results to other, earlier, results which give sufficient condi- 
tions for an analogue of ergodicity for reducible chains, and which are 
actually vacuous in the irreducible case. The object of this final section 
is to try to clarify this situation somewhat, whilst also pointing out the 
historical development of the results. 
Suppose then that {X,1 is a chain on N = (0, 1, . . . } (the denumerable 
case usually studied) with transition matrix P = ~~ii> and that {X,} is 
irreducible in the classical sense. The analogues of our results are: 
Theorem 8.1. (i) A sufficient condition for {X,} to be ergodic is the 
existence of a seiruence cui,, 00 > Yj 2 0, and an integer N such that 
Qo 





(ii) For (8.1 j and (8.2) to hold, it sujjkes that 
limsupE{Xn-X,,_l lXn_, =i)<O, 
i-+cm 





Theorem 8.2, (i) A sufficient condition for IX,> to be recurrent is the 
existence of a sequence (Yj 1, 00 > Yj 2 0, and an integer N such that 
00 
r i Pik Yk G Yi 3 
k=O 
i>N; (8.5) 
yi ‘O” as j+ 00. 
(ii) For (8.5) and (8.6) to hold it suffices that 
(8.6) 
eorems 8.1(i) and 8.2(i) are given by 
case N = 1 9 although in the discussion of [ 111 
, for the special 
heorem 8,1(i) 
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for the case of general N; and the general case is also quoted soon after 
by, for example, Moustafa [ 161. Mauldon [ 1141 proves Theorem &l(i) 
in the somewhat more general context of reducible Markov chains. Me 
shows that (8.1) and (8.2) then suffice for {Xi,} to be non-dissipative; 
that is, from any starting point, the chain is eventually absorbed by an 
ergodic class. 
Kingman [ 123 also mentions that Foster’s proof extends easily to 
general N. He constructs some two-dimensional lattice random walks 
with boundaries where the solution indicated is not the usual Euclidean 
norm that our Section 5 would suggest. Kingman’s methods are continu- 
ous rather than lattice in type, and would fit much more happily in the 
context of our Section 4 than in the discrete framework needed for the 
Foster-Mauldon methods. Pakes [ 181 gives both the theorems in the 
form above, and mentions explicitly the solution yi = i/&(given by 
Theorems 8.l(ii) and 8.2(ii)), which is usually the most easily checked 
candidate to solve (8.1)-(8.2) or (8.5)-(8.6) for ‘random-walk-like’ 
chains. A form of Theorem 8.2 for the reducible case is in [ 251, where 
it is shown that(8.5) and (8.6) imply that the chain is eventually ab- 
_;orbed by a recurrent class. 
There seems to be some confusion between these theorems and the 
following: 




asi+=. 0 (8.8) 
This is first proved by Foster [4] , fnr the special case _Vi z i, and by 
Kendall [ lo] in the above form. These seem to be the earliest of the 
sequence of papers we have discussed, and the point which must be 
made is that Theorem 8.3 is vacuous if {X,, ) i:: irreducible. Consequently, 
it is useless as a condition for ergodiclty of irreducible chains; yet it has 
been quoted in this context by, for example, Earymsakov [21], and also 
as recently as 197 1 by Pruitt [ 201 (who point; out_ correctly, that 
Mauldon’s proof of Theorem 8.1, in [ 141 prediites that of Pakes [ 181; 
but who also claims, incorrectly, that Pakes’ proof of Theorem 8.2 is 
predated by Theorem 8.3). To see that the conditions (8.7) and (8.8) 
can never be met in the irreducible case, it suffices to note Kendall’s 
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remark in [ 101 that, if S denotes the set on which {JQ} satisfying (8.7) 
and (8.8) attains its minimum, then S is finite and all transitions out of 
S have probability zero. 
Finally, we remark that our ergodic onditions1 in Theorem 5.1 can be 
seen as a direct descendant of the famous result of Lindley [ 131 for ran- 
dom walk on a half-line; and that a generalization of Lindley’s result for 
cou’ntable state spaces, giving a ‘stochastic omparison’ criterion for ergo- 
dicity, given by Gnedenko and Kovalenko [d, p. I 18 ] , is in fact a special 
case of Theorem 8.1( ii) (although the criterion as stated in [ 61 is not 
complete; it implies only (8.3), whilst some extra condition such as (8.4) 
is also necessary, as can be seen by considering examples such as that in 
[ 15, Section 63). 
Note added in proof. 
In a sequel to [ 191 we show that in Lemma 4.1 strong continuity can 
be replaced by weak continuity provided that the irreducibility measure 
#J is regular and has support of second category. These latter conditions 
on $ are automatically satisfied for the normed spaces ii; Section 5 pro- 
vided that % is complete in the norm, that is, when X is a Banach space. 
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